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  “OK bring in the next candidate.”  

  “Jason Conroy, Male, 49 years old, 5’ 6’’, 225 lbs., Rockington State Penitentiary, Crime --- 

Trust Fund Embezzlement / 2.5 billion, Sentence --- 20 years, Time served --- 8 years, 

Compatibility Aptitude --- 8.2, Preocc --- CFO Ramstar Trust.  The Candidate Discrimination will 

begin.  Jason Conroy please remove your clothes entirely, set them on the bench provided and 

step into the Vitruvial placing your feet in the holsters and hands in the cuffs.” 

  From the isolated observation capsule, Doctors Olesia Whitman and Jeffrey Caswell confer 

and determine whether the candidate will be a suitable appointment for the project.  The 

candidate is not able to hear anything but only the voice of the attendant and the white noise of 

the sound mask.  Upon hearing the instruction over the loudspeaker, Jason looking somewhat 

suspicious, hesitates, knowing not what to think of the situation.  His reaction is charted as fairly 

normal but after 30 seconds the attendant over the loudspeaker re-announces. 

  “Jason Conroy please undress now and proceed to the Vitruvial.”  Named after Leonardo’s 

Vitruvian Man, the Vitruvial Resonance Imaging Platform rotates, spins and reclines to facilitate 

visual and magnetic impressions that determine cellular analysis, integrity and abnormal growths. 

  Jason still did not move using up almost the next 30 seconds when he finally walked over to the 

bench, sat down and took off his shoes, set them neatly to the side, took off his socks, folded 

them into his shoes and unbuttoned his shirt then stood up before taking it off.  He turned his 

back to the main vidcam but vidcam 3 intervened as he took off his glasses.  Now he hesitated 

again before zipping down his pants and slipping them off, folding them slowly and setting them 

next to his glasses.  He hesitated again before pulling down his white issue briefs and with one 

hand taking them off of one leg then the other.  Still moving slow but a bit more resolved he 

walked over to the Vitruvial, placed his feet and hands in the cuffs and holsters and the padded 

carbon straps clamped automatically over his ankles and wrists.  The Vitruvial is configured so 

legs are spread clockwise at 4:30 & 7:30 and arms at 10 & 2. 

  “Candidate is overweight for his height” Dr. Whitman noted. 

  “Baggy boobs and belly --- so much that it’s fairly impossible to see his genitals.  Recline 

Vitruvial to horizontal.” Dr. Caswell said into the intercom for the attendant in the adjacent capsule 

to hear.  The platform reclined smoothly to a flat position and the ceiling vidcam activated.   

  “There they are --- just hiding from us” Jeffrey remarked about the observation of his penis and 

testicles now exposed and viewable from the flattened flesh. 

  “Really Jeffrey!  You seem to always focus on penises & testicles in men and breasts & vaginas 

in women in every one of these Discriminations. 
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  “Just a healthy curiosity of a normal human being.  I think my perversion level is intact.” 

  “Intact?  It’s intact all right, highly intact --- it’s obsessively stained!” 

  “Come on Olesia --- it’s not as if you don’t see what I see, don’t observe the same things I do.  

We’re doctors godammit.” 

  “True, true --- but you seem to have such exacting priorities in your focus,” both laughing. 

  “Activate Flash Resonance --- Deploy abnormal cell recognition” Jeffrey instructed into the 

intercom. 

  The lights went out simultaneously in the Discrimination Room as the Vitruvial Platform glowed 

nebulous in gold green light.  They both leaned back to view the multivid overhead. 

  “Oh my --- what a mess.  A sure bet it’s mostly white fat cells.” Olesia said.  “Separate Lipoblast 

Layer --- show spectrum continuum please.”  

  With the Lipoblast Layer separated from the full range it was clear that Olesia was correct in her 

assumption.  With cellularity clear of outstanding fat cells the scanner distinguished abnormal cell 

growth in a number of areas, none of which were carcinogenic or of imminent concern.  

Multitudes of moles and skin tags were accented without alarm. 

  “Well outside of the candidates modesty quotient and being on the far side of obese Jason 

Conroy would seem a fit for an administrative position.  His aptitude evaluations are high.  What 

do you think Dr. O?” his nickname for Olesia.  “Do you think he needs Blackheart?” 

  The Blackheart device referred to accesses memory recollection for removal of undesirable 

psychic disturbances that frequent everyday consciousness and prevents one from a positive 

forward progression in life. The primary eradication utilizes Ephemeral Resonance Scanners with 

a Deletion Select Matrix enabling the Parapsychologist along with the Memory Owner to 

effectively remove Cellular Memory.  Blackheart locks into the brain to enable scan and search 

creating document files of stored memories that become retrievable and then accessible for 

viewing and allowing options for deletion.  

  “No, I really don’t see any need for it.  His crime was embezzlement, granted on a massive scale 

but he will need those skills and faculties if we place him in Investment Admin.  I think he should 

go on to Final Processing.” 

  “I confer Dr. O.  Done deal.  Thank you that will be all.  Lights on.  Sanitize please for the next 

candidate.”  
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                                             *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 

  “Laura Fontana, female, 29 years old, 6’ 1”, 144 lbs., Thorndale Penitentiary, Crime --- Double 

Homicide, 1 count self defense, 1 count premeditated with Mitigating Circumstances, Sentence --- 

20 years, Time served 4 years, Compatibility Aptitude --- 9.6, Preocc --- Fashion Consultant.  The 

Candidate Discrimination will begin.  Laura Fontana please remove your clothes entirely, set 

them on the bench provided and step into the Vitruvial placing your feet in the holsters and hands 

in the cuffs.”  

  Without expression, Laura kicked off her shoes and with one zip down the front, let her issue 

coveralls fall to the floor and stepped out of them.  Reaching behind she undid her bra, slid off her 

prison panty briefs taking her socks off while stepping out of them.  She picked up the whole pile 

and walked towards the bench to set them down.  Vidcam 3 intervenes. 

  “Wow!  Look at those eyes would you?” Jeffrey remarked.  She had bright emerald eyes with 

penetrating pupils, laser eyes that did not pause to see what was in front of her but were looking 

through --- to something beyond. 

  “I’m surprised you’re looking at her eyes. 

  Laura set her clothes down while staring straight into the vidcam.  Only her face could be seen 

and she stood there for the longest time letting whoever was on the other side of the vidcam take 

her in. 

  “Laura Fontana, could you please proceed to the Vitruvial” 

  Immediately she turned and walked away from the camera, her shapely contours coming into 

full view, her figure prominent from behind before she stepped into the Vitruvial. 

  Olesia sighed under her breath but was heard by Jeffrey.  Recovering she said “Now that’s a 

body to marvel at, isn’t it Jeffrey?”  She was trying to elicit a response. Vidcam switches to main.  

A framed naked Laura Fontana filled the vidscreen, her hair fallen over her eyes. 

  “Certainly an attractive example --- Provocative --- seductive --- to say the least.  I’ll have to 

remind myself what my role is here as a doctor.” 

  After getting in the Vitruvial the wrist and ankle cuffs clamped shut and Laura flinched, her body 

becoming tense and nervous. 

  “Did you see that?  I don’t think this is comfortable for her.” Olesia noted. 

  “Yes of course I did but it is a very compromising position to be in.  Recline Vitruvial platform to 

horizontal.” Jeffrey said.  The platform reclined smoothly to a flat position where the ceiling 

vidcam took over. 

  Laura’s streaky gold hair had fallen into her mouth and she blew it away and then flicked her 

head throwing it all back except for a clump of strands intersecting her right eye.  She had a long 

tattoo stretching from her right armpit next to her breast down to below her hip.  Two ravens, one 
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at the top and one on her right cheek of her buttocks framed the words in meandering script --- 

Dance to the edge and let your soul fly free.  Her breasts though laying flat were 

firm, pointed and prominent with small areolas and erect nipples as in a state of arousal.  Her 

legs, long and smooth as was her entire body, were almost without blemish except for the tattoo.  

Her gold pubic hair was full and as wild looking as the hair on her head, untrimmed contrary to 

existing etiquette. 

  “Zoom overhead please --- frame face and chest” Olesia directed the attendant.  The vidcam 

zoomed in showing Laura’s bottom lip slightly quivering and beads of perspiration forming on her 

chest just above her cleavage, her nipples still erect. 

  “See Jeffrey she seems to be uncomfortable, a bit anxious and slightly aroused.  Let’s look at 

her crime history.” 

  “Got it --- raped by twin brothers in consecutive nights.  The first, Lyle Burke, raped her in 

bondage despite pleas to stop.  Next night stabbed twin, Simpson Burke, after being beaten, 

raped and sodomized.  Weapon was kitchen knife placed under pillow after previous nights 

escapade in jugular vein and back.” 

  “OK self defense, clean there but what about the premeditated murder?” 

  “Drove over to the twin Lyle’s house, they lived together, waited for him to get home from work, 

zapped him with a Stunner when he walked through the front door and stabbed him with same 

weapon.” 

  “Well then, I believe Laura, at this very moment, might be experiencing some anxiety over this” 

Olesia surmised.  “We better get moving on here before we have a basket case.”  Beads of sweat 

pooled on Laura’s chest, forehead and upper lip with her mouth now open and breathing at an 

accelerated rate. 

  “Activate Flash Resonance --- Deploy abnormal cell recognition” Jeffrey instructed quickly. 

  The lights went out again in the room as the Platform glowed it’s gold green light.  They both 

leaned back to view the multivid overhead. 

  “Normalized white fat cells in buttocks, thighs and breasts --- more than average density of 

brown fat cells --- this woman is very fit almost the body of an athlete” Jeffrey stated “No need to 

show spectrums with the Lipoblast --- scanner detects no abnormal cell growth.” 

 “Attendant, terminate scan, lights on, Vitruvial to vertical recline, main vidcam” Olesia rattled off 

with concern for Laura Fontana who was looking visibly distressed.  The beads of sweat rolled 

into rivulets that streamed down between her breasts to her navel as the Vitruvial assumed the 

vertical.  “I think she needs Blackheart Jeffrey.” 

  “I certainly concur Dr. O.  Advise and direct candidate for afternoon assessment to Blackheart 

Epicenter 2:30.” 

  “I think we have time for at least two more before we break for lunch.  How ‘bout it?” 

  “You’re a real slave driver Olesia.” 
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  “It’s not like we have much choice in the matter and consider the alternatives.” 

  “OK ShowTime!  Sanitize for the next candidate please.” 

 

 

                                               * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

 

  “Mathew Ross, Male, 30 years old, 6’ 4’’, 218 lbs., San Andreas Penitentiary, Crime --- 

Involuntary Manslaughter --- Spouse, Aggravated Assault, Sentence --- 15 years, Time served --- 

3 years, Compatibility Aptitude --- 9.6, Preocc --- Athlete, New Phoenix Isotopes.  The Candidate 

Discrimination will begin.  Mathew Ross please remove your clothes entirely, set them on the 

bench provided and step into the Vitruvial placing your feet in the holsters and hands in the cuffs.” 

  Mathew Ross stepped on the heel of one shoe and then the other to take them off.  He 

unbuttoned his blue issue long sleeve shirt revealing a V shaped upper torso that had benefited 

well from incarceration weight training.  His black glistening pectorals were hard and cut as were 

the rippled abs above the pants he unzipped and let drop to step out of.  The contrast of his white 

briefs to his black body was erased quickly when he rolled them off stepping out of them while 

simultaneously taking off his socks.  Mathew’s thighs were muscular with definition accentuated 

by rather well endowed genitalia. 

  Olesia’s jaw dropped slightly.  “ Now that is still another marvelous example of the human body!  

A Black Adonis --- or Stallion” she added.  “So alluring --- wow --- captivating” she remarked 

stepping out of her Doctor persona. 

  Mathew Ross stepped into the Vitruvial and the clamps promptly latched.   A very slight smile 

was almost visible but gone as the Vitruvial reclined to horizontal and he shut his eyes.  Jeffrey 

had the vidcam zoom to frame from face to pelvis. 

  “Are you seeing what I think I’m seeing Dr. O?”  More than a feint smile now returned to the face 

of Mathew Ross with his eyes shut he seemed to have transported himself to a different reality 

and whatever he was thinking was causing a penile erection. 

  “Yes --- I have seen this happen when I have been physically examining men, often when 

performing an anal probe I have seen men become engorged and erect and mostly there is some 

embarrassment by them which I have also shared.” 

  Mathew, during this slight discussion was developing a full erection. His uncircumcised foreskin 

was retracting revealing the head of his penis. 

  “But I have never seen anything like this ---“ she stammered a bit.  “This borders on --- well --- 

semi-erotic.” 

  “Well it’s a first for me too Dr. O.  You and I have probably done over 200 of these 

discriminations.  We should just continue on with the show.  Activate Flash Resonance --- Deploy 
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abnormal cell recognition” Jeffrey instructed into the intercom.  The Platform again glowed its gold 

green light.  They both leaned back to view the multivid overhead pressing ahead despite the out 

there livid eclecticism of his essence. 

  “Just as we suspected.  This man is in fine shape.  No abnormal cell recognition, white fat cells 

appropriate with more than average brown.” Jeffrey noted. 

  “Fine shape --- he certainly is --- is in fine shape,” she said in a half breath focusing on the bright 

glowing engorgement on the multivid.  “OK what’s the bottom line on his crime to establish 

whether Blackheart will be utilized.  What crime did this man commit?” 

  “Deactivate scan, lights on, resume vertical.” 

  Jeffrey brought up the criminal file and started reading. “Matthew Ross arrived home found 

spouse with lover who he violently assaulted, no weapons.  Spouse intervened, fight ensued and 

Mathew Ross threw spouse across room hitting head on windowsill resulting in head trauma and 

death.  Lover in incident released after 2 weeks intensive care.  Mathew pleaded guilty on all 

counts.” 

  “Jealousy and rage are a menace to our psyche --- so sad --- his love for her killed her.” 

  “Her? Doctor O.  --- in this case the spouse was a white male, same age.” 

  “How crazy of me to assume --- it sounded just so …” 

  “Hetero?  Crimes of passion between a man and a woman?” 

  “I’m not sure.  I really don’t know why my mind went there.” 

  “Well anyway --- I’m not so sure that Blackheart is needed here.  He is certainly a model 

prisoner in more ways than one,” he said glancing quickly back to Mathew still sporting a raging 

hard on.  “He seems pretty comfortable inside his own skin or outside for that matter and did not 

contest the charges of his crime.  I say we let him ride Dr. O.” 

  “I’d like to ride” Olesia said under her breath she thought but Jeffrey laughed.  Her face felt hot.  

“I confer Dr. Caswell.  She hardly ever called him Dr. Caswell. Let the candidate proceed to 

processing.  Well let him proceed when he can get his pants back on over that.” 

  “Well we don’t know how long that will take so I say we convene and take lunch Dr. O.  We’ll fit 

in the next Discrimination after lunch and then over to the Blackheart Epicenter for Laura 

Fontana. 

  “Good deal” she said as Jeffrey was already out of the capsule.  Olesia took one more look at 

Mathew Ross getting out of the Vitruvial.  “Still stiff as a poker” she said to herself.  “My my.” 

  They arrived to the Food Rotunda at one of the many Recognition Portals in the building 

allowing the Evaluator to scan their bracelets verifying identification before allowing entry.  

Security was low keyed but present.  There were two Enforcers talking while keeping any eye on 

the Rotunda.  Almost all of the patrons there were candidates that had undergone discrimination 

by Olesia and Jeffrey and were going through final processing.  The Isolation Observation 

Capsule, however, preserved their anonymity.  Jeffrey was pretty good about not looking or 
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staring at anyone and focused on the vidscreen in front of him for food selection.  Olesia was not 

so discreet and found herself staring at those that gone through such scrutiny before her.  He 

noticed this and quietly said “Olesia, do you have an appetite?” 

  She was reminded while looking at Laura Fontana who would be submitting to Blackheart this 

afternoon what the consequences were to be had. The Blackheart Memory Retriever although 

very new and had only been tested on prisoners was quite surprising in accomplishment.  Able to 

scan the memory creating files that then become accessible, Blackheart allows the option to view 

the memory episode and delete it if so desired.  The prisoners, however, are not provided with 

this option and the decision is made for them by the parapsychologists, in this case, her and Dr. 

Caswell.  She never felt comfortable in assuming this godlike position she had been delegated to 

but had little choice in the matter.  She felt the memories you most treasure can also become 

your adversary haunting and antagonizing you with every turning thought.  So many memories, 

unhappy and fear filled memories hurt us over and over again long after the initial reality.  If there 

was some way to erase or lock away these, whether they be true memories or false memories 

wouldn’t that be an act of self-preservation?  Blackheart provided this opportunity.  The goal 

before them was to continue to produce a productive and compatible workforce free of mental 

complications or the best they could achieve slated with the choices offered from the array of 

penal institutions sourcing the project. 

  “Hello in there” Jeffrey prodded again. 

  “Oh sorry Jeffrey --- was just thinking about this afternoon.  Yes I am hungry.  I actually have put 

on weight since I came here.  The food is definitely an added bonus especially after where I came 

from.” 

  “I know --- the month before they transferred you I looked skeletal.  You would have liked to 

have seen me in my Discrimination.” 

  Olesia shuddered inside.  She had been transferred here in a hurry because of the need for a 

qualified doctor of her caliber but because of the immediate need for more manpower in the 

project she had delayed with permission her own discrimination.  She thought of herself naked, 

strapped in the Vitruvial and knowing how Jeffrey would dissect her.  He could see the dread 

unroll on her face. 

  “Oh sorry Olesia --- I know how much anxiety you have about your own Discrimination.  I see 

you stressing out right now but don’t go there.  It will be mainly for procedure --- a virtual 

walkthrough and besides it will just be me seeing you.” 

  “That’s the damn problem Jeffrey! I would have been better off doing it right when I came here 

but now I know you so damn well --- it’s just --- just --- I don’t want you scrutinizing --- well you 

know ---“ 

  “Your naked body? --- Come on Olesia, I’m a doctor.” 
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  “Don’t give me that bullshit.  I’ve spent too much time with you --- I know what you look at, how 

you pretend medical significance onto body shape and genetalia.” 

  “Well you should just buck up and get it over with.  You’re a decent looking woman.  How ‘bout 

right after lunch?” 

  Decent just didn’t sit right with her.  “No way!”  Then she thought for a bit. “Tomorrow morning” 

she said reluctantly knowing that the longer she put it off the worse it would get. 

  “You’re on!” 

   “Jesus Christ Jeffrey --- this isn’t a date.” 

  “Don’t worry Doctor O, I’ll wear dark shades.” 

  Olesia only half laughed. 

 

 

                                     *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 

 

  “Dorsey Wells, female, 31 years old, 5’ 6”, 119 lbs., Glidecreek Penitentiary, Crime --- Murder, 

2nd Degree, Sentence --- 20 years, Time served 3 years, Compatibility Aptitude --- 9.9, Preocc --- 

Associate VP Pathway Initiatives.  The Candidate Discrimination will begin.  Dorsey Wells please  

remove your clothes entirely, set them on the bench provided and step into the Vitruvial placing 

your feet in the holsters and hands in the cuffs.” 

  Dorsey Wells smiled with a radiance both Dr. Whitman and Dr. Caswell both noted looking at 

each other and then both of them smiling. 

  “She seems interesting right out of the gate.” Olesia acknowledged. 

  “There is something different here.” Jeffrey added. 

  Dorsey Wells slipped off her shoes before unzipping her light blue issue coveralls to reveal a 

lean braless Afro-Asian copper body.  Her dark hair, short and lustrous, glimmered in the lights of 

the Discrimination Room as she slid off her underwear, bent over to remove her socks and step 

out of her coveralls.  Picking the whole bundle up she moved smoothly over to the bench and set 

them down. Vidcam switches to Dorsey staring into the cam --- dark pupils within gold irises, 

searching.  Then turning she glides to the Vitruvial and the clamps latch on her wrists and ankles.  

She arches her back rolling her spine to get in a more comfortable position. 

  “She moves like a cat.” Olesia said in a whisper. 

  “Recline Vitruvial platform to horizontal.” Jeffrey said.  The platform reclined smoothly to a flat 

position where the ceiling vidcam took over.  “Activate Flash Resonance --- Deploy abnormal cell 

recognition” he instructed into the intercom. 

  As the lights went out the Vitruvial Platform again glowed its nebulous gold green light.  They 

both leaned back to view the multivid overhead. 
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  “Well Dr. O --- I have never seen that before.”  He was not referring to the completely healthy 

scan of low white fat cells in her body but the luminous indigo emanation surrounding her head. 

  “Seems to be some electro photonic activity the magneton scanner is picking up.” 

  “You have more experience I believe than me here.  What does that Indicate?” he asked 

  ‘Well --- electro photonic activity as demonstrated by this aura can signify Paranormal Telepathic 

Behavior.  Crime History Jeffrey?” 

  “Coming up now.”  He read for a while.  “This ties into the telepathy conjecture.  Dorsey Wells 

murdered her estranged husband.  Her defense in the trial rested on the belief that her husband 

came over to her house to kill her and her two daughters and then kill himself.  She based this 

belief on the sole fact that she was able to read his mind.  Shot him in the heart with his gun she 

grabbed from his jacket.” 

  “Wouldn’t that be self defense?” 

  “Only if the jury bought the Telepathy angle --- and they didn’t.” 

  “Well we’re all placed here by the ethical verdicts of our peers, whether dead-on or dead wrong -

-- they carry on with their lives while we contend with the phantoms in our minds and the 

skeletons in our closet.” 

  “Sounds like you need a little Blackheart Dr. O.” 

  Olesia glared at Jeffrey.  “Don’t ever think or recommend that Blackheart should be used to 

erase the haunting memories that I need to preserve justification for what I did!” 

  “Easy there Dr. O --- this isn’t about you Olesia, this is about Dorsey Wells here in front of us.  

Attendant, terminate scan, lights on, Vitruvial to vertical recline, main vidcam.” 

  “This is about all of us Dr. Caswell.”  Her tone was calmer now but still rarely called him Dr. 

Caswell.  “I would like to have a Discrimination Consultation with Dorsey on record to determine 

whether her alleged paranormal abilities would be an aid or hindrance to the project, whether she 

would be a good fit.  Could you agree to that?” 

  Jeffrey put his hand on Olesia’s shoulder.  “Yes Dr. Whitman --- Yes.  Perhaps tomorrow 

morning after your Discrimination?” 

  Olesia cringed inside but did not show collapse.  The dread was beginning to build up inside of 

her making her stomach churn or was it just the 5 Bean Salad she had for lunch.  She felt like she 

might need a bathroom.  “That will work.  So I’ll meet you at the Blackheart Epicenter for Laura 

Fontana in about a half hour.”  She didn’t wait for his response but picked up her bag and exited 

the Observation Capsule. 

  “Uh --- sure.”  He said to the vacant booth.   “Attendant, Candidate can get dressed.  Notify 

Dorsey Wells that she will have a Discrimination Consultation tomorrow morning at 9:30 in the 

Conference Vidlab.  Sanitize Vitruvial for future Discrimination.  That will be all for today.  Thank 

you.” 
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  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

	  
	  

   

  Laura Fontana entered and shut the door behind her of the Blackheart Epicenter Exam Room.  

She gazed around the room and noted the contrast of this room to the Discrimination Room.  

Here two walls of the room were Vid-screen Murals that currently displayed a dense forest with 

rays of sunlight streaking down onto a meandering path that seemed to beckon.  She could hear 

birds and a slight gentle breeze that made branches move and trees shimmer, glimmer and glow.  

Nice --- she said to herself --- very nice. 

  She had been instructed that the Psychtech doctors would be there in 5 minutes and she should 

undress and put on the exam wear in the room.  So for the second time today Laura took off her 

clothes but this time fit into white flannel pants, top, booties and gloves.  She flicked her hair from 

out under her collar.  She felt warm and cozy. She eyed the contraption machine she assumed 

she would once again be strapped into for whatever way they might have with her.  And she was 

compliant with whatever they might want.  How much choice did she really have anyway? --- She 

killed two men, brothers that were stalwart leaders of the community, whose reputations were 

untarnished.  She found out differently the dark side of the brothers --- that they were perverted 

and pitiless sick monsters that used and abused her.  If she hadn’t thought that the second 

brother was going to kill her after he raped her, if she would have kept her head, they both would 

be in prison instead of her --- well perhaps.  They had so much on her that if she would have 

gone to the police she might not have gotten too far.  Their clandestine underworld of drug 

smuggling was well camouflaged.  As their courier, excursions to such places as Bogota, 

Copenhagen, Bangkok and Amsterdam, she maintained a very lucrative lifestyle.  The twins, 

successful in their own right, owners of two Surface Vehicle Dealerships, were connected with all 

the muckety-mucks and were buddies with more than half of the community enforcers.  And that’s 

the way it went with her, one moment she was warm and cozy and then the next moment she 

was descending into the hellish nightmare that brought her here, immersed in the memory over 

and over. 

  The exam room door opened with Dr. Whitman entering first with Dr. Caswell following.  Olesia 

smiled, introduced herself and extended her hand.  Still recovering from her last thoughts Laura 

smiled and said “Laura Fontana”.  The handshake came off as only a formality. 

  “Jeffrey Caswell” Jeffrey said grabbing and shaking her hand.  He couldn’t help but stare into 

her eyes; his own pulled like magnets to hers.   She was just about the same height as he.   

Instead of letting go of her hand he led her over to three pre-eradication chairs putting his hand 

on her back as she sat down.  Olesia stepped out of the way, half amused at Jeffrey’s attentive 

behavior. 
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  “I think this process should be a bit more comfortable than the discrimination Vitruvial this 

morning.” Jeffrey said. 

  Olesia cleared her throat trying in some way to let him know that the candidates were never to 

know who was viewing them during the discrimination.  He didn’t come right out and say that it 

was him that presided over the discrimination but he did seem to allude to it. 

  “So you --- saw ---“ Laura started to say. 

  “I saw the report” he quickly cut in and gave a quick glance to Olesia.  He sat down in one of the 

chairs facing Laura. 

  “Maybe Doctor you could tell me what that contraption will do for me or --- do to me, I should 

ask?” 

  Olesia stepped over and sat in the other chair next to Jeffery.  

  “Yes --- please let me explain this contraption to you.”  She started.  “This device is called the 

Blackheart Memory Retriever.  It is able to scan for memory recognition, your memory.  It can 

identify, retrieve and remove undesirable psychic disturbances, basically memories that disturb 

your consciousness, inside your mind when you are awake or when you are asleep, when you 

dream.  It can remove a memory or memories that prevent you from leading a more positive 

productive life.” 

  “How does it do that?” 

  Jeffrey stepped in.  “Eradication or removal of selected memories starts by scanning with the 

Ephemeral Resonance Scanner utilizing a Deletion Selection Matrix that enables us along with 

the Memory Owner, you, to effectively remove cellular memory.  Blackheart locks into the brain 

almost like Search on a computer to scan and create document files of stored memories that 

become accessible for viewing with options for deletion.” 

  “You mean you can see your memories on the Vidscreen?” she asked looking up at the screen 

in front of the basket. 

  “Yes --- exactly.  Let’s say you have this reoccurring memory or nightmare of a time when you 

almost drown in the ocean when you were young.  This episode has troubled you for your whole 

life, so much so that you are afraid to go swimming.  We would search and scan for key words, in 

this case it is fairly easy, Drowning / Ocean.  Something like Drowning Siren Point would appear 

as a file for viewing.  If selected and if so desired a neurotransmitter synthesizer would display 

this memory viewed through your eyes.  And if it looked as if your life might be better off without 

this troubling episode then the Blackheart employing Morphic Resonance could exterminate this 

memory.” 

  “But would you still remember how to swim?” 

  “Good question --- yes” Olesia broke in.  “Let’s bring this home to you Laura.  Perhaps you have 

an unsettling memory of a sexual encounter, which we believe you do because the trial docs 

detail how and why you came to be here with the rest of us.”  
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  “ Us?  You mean that you two doctors are prisoners like me?” 

  A silence filled the room except for the breeze through the trees on the vidscreen. 

  “Yes” Olesia started slowly.  “ We are here, the three of us, for committing murders.  But back to 

erasing the memory of a sexual incident that keeps haunting you everyday, perhaps 50 times a 

day, 100 times, too many times, whatever and then again in your sleep where you lie victim over 

and over --- it’s relentless.  The deletion of this specific memory only removes that incident --- it 

does not remove the capacity to engage in sex, the emotional saturation or does it diminish the 

gratification that accompanies it.” 

  “I do have to say that my desire for sex kinda disappeared after I got fucked over by the 

Brothers Grimm.” 

  Jeffrey wanted to smile at her allusion but knew it would be inappropriate.  Laura, after her own 

remark became distant, you could see that she was going down, spiraling into the rabbit hole 

vortex of fear and panic.  Jeffrey and Olesia both glanced quickly at each other. 

  Olesia spoke.  “Laura ---- I don’t always agree with this procedure.  I think memories are 

precious and not sure if we should ever be messing with something so vital.”  She paused.  

“However in this particular case, this brutality that was inflicted upon you, I believe that it has 

infringed on your ability to move forward, to rehabilitate your life to the positive and am certain 

that without this intervention you will continue to relapse down this road.” 

  Jeffrey looked at Olesia hearing the conviction she put forth could be exactly what Olesia’s own 

circumstances needed even though at lunch she made her opposition clear. 

  “And we would like it to be your option and not ours.” He said voicing the actual true grim reality 

of the situation. 

  Laura quickly understood that it had already been decided.  “But how will I know why I’m here 

now, in prison?” 

  “Because after the procedure we will verbally tell you why you’re here and that certain incidental 

memories have been erased for your own good.  We will also have the doc preserved in the 

Confederation Vault as well as your own receipt of record from Blackheart, of course omitting 

details.” He said. 

  “Well --- let’s do it” she said looking into his eyes.  “I guess I have nothing to lose” she said half 

laughing.  “Except my mind.” 

  “Well you’re all set up Laura.  Let me help you into our Blackheart Memory Retriever.” Jeffery 

waved his open palm to the Retriever, an upright half body basket of woven rigid polyurethane 

with a neck support and two soft pod head supports.  He escorted her over.  Olesia noted how 

helpful Jeffery had become putting his hands on her shoulders trailing off down her arms to make 

sure she was seated properly. He hung over her while he further explained speaking close to her 

face. 
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  “The intention here is to support your body but not block any transmission to the neural and cell 

receptors that report to the Blackheart Monitor.  Now we can further enhance the room here with 

Vid Screen murals or muted colors if you desire to combat any claustrophobia, treatment 

paranoia or emotional detachment.  What we have displayed now is called ---“ he looked at the 

vid display on the Resonator module. “--- Dense Forest Gentle Breeze Sunrays.  I guess that 

about sums it up.  Are you OK with this or should we find an alternative?” 

  “No this is fine Doctor --- I like this just fine.” She said looking up into his face freezing his gaze 

until he finally straightened up away from her. 

  “Good.  Dr. Whitman and I will leave the room for the imaging booth.  A number of technical 

things will happen that I will tell you about so you can have a better understanding of what is 

going on. OK?” 

  Sure enough --- shoot.” 

  “The body basket will be tilted to a fulcrum 22 degrees as three groups of receptor pods ascend 

from the Carpet Wave Base here below you to focus on the brain, the heart and the genitalia.  An 

additional Megacone Receptor intercepts random and rogue transmissions outside of these three 

areas. Brain Cluster Receptors will encircle your head beyond your peripheral sight.  The Heart 

and Genitalia Receptors concentrate on those very areas but transmit their information from the 

hindmost receptor pods.  And for your comfort the basket support has plasmotherm circulation 

that ensures warmth without wave interference. Finally when all these systems are in place the 

Memory Topography can commence.  The Morphic Resonator will generate a zero point wave 

field that enables the Blackheart Monitor to scan from the receptors neural codex translations.  

They appear to us on our Vidscreen in the Imaging Booth as an extensive file search. We choose 

or at this point might communicate with you to guide us to the proper memory file.  Very seldom 

can we do this without patient input --- there are just too many.” 

  “I got about half of that --- maybe, but I think I got the idea.  This could be very embarrassing.” 

  “You have our strict and complete confidentiality” Olesia interjected.  “ Believe me we are here 

to help you, to get beyond this last step and get you through final processing and transfer to the 

ongoing project.” 

  “And just what exactly is this project?” 

  “You’ll find out soon enough and I think that you will be more than happy with the transfer.” She 

said. 

  “We’ll be up there in the booth and you will be able to view us as well as view on the vidscreen 

in front of you the retrieved memories.  After the memory file or files are selected all vid mural 

sensory input will be muted for the short amount of time during erasure, usually less than a 

minute.  Dr. Whitman and I will re-enter to verify and inform you of the procedure.  Any 

questions?” 

  “None --- let’s go.” 
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  Jeffrey and Olesia entered the booth, shut the door and Olesia made sure the voice-com to the 

exam room was off and Laura Fontana could not hear them. 

  “Well Jeffrey --- I wasn’t sure if you were going to climb right on top of her and give her some 

new memories we might have to erase.” 

  “Why Olesia, why do you say that?  Those thoughts never crossed my mind.” 

  Unlike the Discrimination Vitruvial there’s not an attendant and the control of the Blackheart 

Memory Retriever is left up to the psychoanalysts and today Olesia would do the honors as 

Jeffery managed the Blackheart Scanner for memory display.  She turned the voice-com on. 

  “Are you comfortable Laura?  We are ready to start.” 

  “Yes --- as ready as I’ll ever be.” 

  Voice-com off.  Olesia tilted Laura Fontana and actuated the receptor pods to position for 

memory topography.  The lights and the Vid-murals were muted to twilight.  Jeffry began 

generating the Zero Point wave field from the Morphic Resonator, which enables a scan of the 

neural codex translations. 

  “File search can begin” he said.  “I’ll try these for starters --- sex, orgasm.” 

  “Jeffery!  Try rape, bondage, humiliation, despair, misery, hopelessness --- I doubt very much 

there was an orgasm involved.” 

  “I already entered --- let’s see what comes up and then we’ll go on to yours.” 

  “Not mine, hers!” Olesia half shouted thinking that maybe they were hers as well. 

  “Holy shit!  Look all what’s coming up!”  The vidscreen was filling and scrolling faster than he 

could read. 

 

 

  sex barcelona 2013 june 
  sex malta 2013 june 
  sex florence 2013 june 
  sex athens 2013 june 
  sex palo alto 2013 july 
  sex palo alto 2013 august 
  sex san francisco 2013 november 
  sex san francisco 2014 april 
  sex seattle 2014 may 
  sex palo alto 2014 june 
  sex palo alto 2014 june 
  sex woodside 2014 july 
  sex muir woods 2014 july 
  sex bolinas 2014 july 
  sex palo alto 2014 july 
  sex palo alto 2014 july 
  sex palo alto 2014 august 
  sex palo alto 2014 august 
  sex palo alto 2014 august 
  sex palo alto 2014 august 
  sex palo alto 2014 september 
  sex half moon bay 2014 september 
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  sex cupertino 2014 october 
  sex palo alto 2014 october 
  sex santa cruz 2014 november 
  sex palo alto 2014 november 
  sex palo alto 2014 november 
  sex palo alto 2014 december 
  sex palo alto 2014 december 
  sex maui 2014 december 
  sex maui 2014 december 
  sex maui 2014 december 
  sex palo alto 2015 january 
  sex redwood city 2015 january 
  sex redwood city 2015 january 
  sex half moon bay 2015 january 
  sex redwood city 2015 february 
  sex palo alto 2015 february 
  sex cupertino 2015 february 
  sex palo alto 2015 march 
  sex sunnyvale 2015 march 
  sex palo alto 2015 april 
  sex monterey 2015 may 
  sex cancun 2015 june 
  sex cancun 2015 june 
  sex cancun 2015 june 
  sex orgasm cancun june 
  sex cancun 2015 june 
  sex palo alto 2015 july 
  sex palo alto 2015 july 
  sex palo alto 2015 august 
  sex orgasm oahu 2015 august 
  sex orgasm copenhagen 2015 september 
  sex orgasm berlin 2015 september 
  sex orgasm sienna 2015 september 
  sex orgasm milan 2015 september 
  sex palo alto 2015 september 
  sex palo alto 2015 october 
  sex palo alto 2015 november 
  sex palo alto 2015 december 
  sex orgasm cabo san lucas 2015 december 
  sex orgasm cabo san lucas 2015 december 
  sex orgasm cabo san lucas 2015 december 
  sex palo alto 2016 january 
  sex palo alto 2016 february 
  sex palo alto 2016 march 
  sex palo alto 2016 april 
  sex palo alto 2016 may 
  sex orgasm nassau 2016 june 
  sex orgasm martinique 2016 june 
  sex orgasm curacao 2016 june 
  sex orgasm montserrat 2016 july 
  sex orgasm montserrat 2016 july 
  sex orgasm montserrat 2016 july 
  sex orgasm montserrat 2016 july 
  sex orgasm montserrat 2016 july 
  sex palo alto 2016 august 
  sex palo alto 2016 september 
  sex palo alto 2016 october 
  sex cloverdale 2016 november 
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  sex cloverdale 2016 december 
  sex cloverdale 2016 february 
  sex cloverdale 2016 may 
  sex reno 2016 june 
  sex cloverdale 2016 august 
  sex cloverdale 2016 november 
  sex palo alto 2016 december 
  sex mendocino 2017 june 
  sex mendocino 2017 june 
  sex mendocino 2017 june 
  sex cloverdale 2017 august 
  sex cloverdale 2017 september 
  sex reno 2017 september 
  sex cloverdale 2017 october 
  sex cloverdale 2017 november 
  sex palo alto 2017 december 
  sex cloverdale 2018 january 
  sex cloverdale 2018 february 
  sex cloverdale 2018 march 
  sex cloverdale 2018 april 
  sex las vegas 2018 april 
  sex las vegas 2018 april 
  sex orgasm las vegas 2018 april 
  sex orgasm las vegas 2018 april 
  sex mexico city 2018 june 
  sex orgasm cuernavaca 2018 june 
  sex cloverdale 2018 june 
  sex orgasm bogota 2018 june 
  sex cloverdale 2018 june 
  sex orgasm amsterdam 2018 july 
  sex cloverdale 2018 july 
  sex orgasm montreal 2018 july 
  sex cloverdale 2018 august 
  sex orgasm bangkok 2018 august 
  sex cloverdale 2018 september 
  sex orgasm copenhagen 2018 september 
  sex orgasm manila 2018 october 
  sex palo alto 2020 december 
  sex orgasm quito 2021 february 
  sex cloverdale 2021 february 
  sex orgasm lima 2021 april 
  sex cloverdale 2021 april 
  sex orgasm caracas 2021 june 
  sex cloverdale 2021 june 
    sex orgasm Marrakech 2021 august 
  sex cloverdale 2021 august 
  sex orgasm ankara 2021 november 
  sex cloverdale 2021 november 
  sex palo alto 2021 december 
  sex orgasm hong kong 2022 february 
  sex cloverdale 2022 february 
  sex orgasm vera cruz 2022 april 
  sex cloverdale 2022 may 
  sex cloverdale 2022 may 
  sex thorndale 2022 november 
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  “Looks like we have our work cut out for us.” Jeffery said.  Olesia looked over and could not 

believe how well he was containing his emotion.  “Which one should we choose?”  His eagerness 

upset her. 

  “Christ Jeffery!! None of them and I’m no sleuth but if we did choose it would be the two right 

before the last one at Thorndale Penitentiary, those two in Cloverdale are likely candidates so 

punch in sex, rape, bondage and I think I know what will show up.” 

  “You got it Dr. O --- here we go.” 

 

  sex bondage cloverdale 2018 july 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2018 august 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2018 september 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2021 february 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2021 april 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2021 june 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2021 august 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2021 november 
  sex bondage cloverdale 2022 february 
  sex rape bondage cloverdale 2022 may 
  sex rape bondage cloverdale 2022 may 
 

   

 “Bingo!” 

  “This isn’t a game Jeffery.  And I doubt that what we’re about to see will be any fun for any of 

us.” 

  “E Z Doctor O.  You’re right but need to calm down.” 

  Voice-com on.  “Laura you see the two final search items?  I believe this is what we’re looking 

for.”  Olesia inquired. 

  From the exam room came Laura’s quivering and echoed voice.  “I don’t know if I want to see 

this again.  This already plays in my head over and over.” 

  “We don’t have to view the whole thing.  We just need to verify that it is the memory translation 

we want to erase.  You can tell us when to stop.” 

  Laura was starting to breath heavily and her eyes began to well up.  “OK --- I’ll tell you when.” 

  Voice-com off.  “Jeffery --- go ahead and activate the memory translation to the vid-screen.” 

  “Will do.  And I will stop it as soon as she says so.  Here it goes.” 

 
Through Laura’s eyes she walks towards a door where there is hard and steady knocking.  “Laura 
I need to talk to you now face to face!”  “Lyle I told you we have nothing more to say to each 
other.  I quit and I never want to see you or your brother ever again.  I’m leaving Cloverdale.”  
“OK --- that’s fair but I just wanted to say goodbye and give you this gift of appreciation for all 
the good work you have done.”  She stared at the door and hesitated but then unlatched the 
two locks on the door.  The door burst open and she is looking at the ceiling as a big burly man 
jumps in on her. “You dumb cunt!  Such a fucking cunt!” She is violently turned over on her 
stomach. She is looking at hallway carpet.  There is a sound of something clicking like a wench.  
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“Stop Lyle!!! That hurts!!”  Sound of panting and heavy breathing. “Just handcuffs you fucking 
whore.  You don’t know what hurt is --- yet.” 
 
  “Why doesn’t she stop us.  She just keeps watching.” Olesia said 

  “She seems pretty frozen but is sobbing --- should I stop?” 

  “No let it go a little further.” 

 

Seeing the floor then the wall then the ceiling and the floor again up close she is screaming and 
pleading “No n stop please” Thrown around and onto a bed she is pinned by him and he pulls 
out a rope and ties her legs to the bedposts and with the long end wraps it around her throat 
stretching her neck looking at the ceiling.  Sounds of very heavy breathing, ripping of clothes, 
slapping, Laura crying out “AHRRRRRG!!!” 
 
  “STOP!”  Laura cried out and Jeffery blanked the vidscreen.  Olesia jumped from her chair and 

out of the booth to the exam room.  She ran over to Laura and held her. 

  “Laura, Laura --- why didn’t you stop it earlier, as soon as you could verify it?” 

  “I don’t know, I don’t know --- I was just so amazed how stupid and naïve I was.”  She was still 

sobbing and gulping.  “I kinda forgot on my own that first part but the next part I didn’t need to 

replay.  Oh god.” 

  “It’s OK, that part is over.  Maybe the next one you don’t have to go into so deeply.” 

  “The next one --- oh yeah --- where I stab that fucker Simpson after he knocked me out, tied me 

up and butt fucked me until I thought I was dead.  When he untied me it took everything I had to 

stab the fucker.  There is nothing I wanted more than to watch that fucker die.”  Laura was no 

longer crying. 

  “Well let’s watch that memory translation and as soon as you can verify it is what we want then 

let’s pull the plug.” 

  “Sounds good --- well not so good --- you know.” 

  “ Let’s get you back situated here in the Retriever.”  Olesia found herself with her palms on her 

shoulders then stroking down her arms to her hands leaving one hand on hers and using the 

other hand to push the hair out of Laura’s magnetic emerald eyes.  She was seeing why Jeffery 

was so mesmerized.  “I will be a minute or so before we zero in again with the Morphic Resonator 

so get comfortable and be patient.” 

  “Thank you Doctor” she said grabbing Olesia’s trailing hand and holding on to it briefly.  “Thank 

you.” 

  Back in the booth Olesia found Jeffery ready to get under way.    “Well Dr. Whitman --- I wasn’t 

sure if you were going to climb right on top of her and give her some new memories we might 

have to erase.” 

  “Shut up! --- Well I guess I had that coming.  Are you ready to retrieve the next translation?” 

  “Fire when ready.” 
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  Voice-com on.  “Laura --- we’re in place for the next viewing.  Ready to start?  And remember to 

say stop when you have verified it.” 

  “OK I will --- go ahead.”  Voice-com off. 

 

Through Laura’s eyes looking out the front window and seeing Simpson’s surface vehicle in front 
of the complex she walks quickly to the front door to make sure it is locked, goes to the kitchen 
and gets her largest knife from the drawer and hurries to the bedroom and stuffs it under the far 
pillow of the large poster bed.  Runs to the back door and locks it.  Turns around, sees large 
burly man as his hand is swinging towards her head.  Blank screen.  Resumes to her seeing the 
headboard of her bed and wiggling motions with a muffled voice from her.  “Lyle said you were 
just a dumb cunt --- that’s what you fucking are --- a dumb fucking cunt!”  Muffled gag noises, 
swatting, slapping.  “Shut the fuck up bitch!”  Sounds of ripping clothes, heavy breathing, 
panting, metal clinking, zipper 
 
 
  “Stop!!!”  Laura yelled. 

  Jeffery hit pause instead of stop and the screen froze with just a view of the headboard. 

  “Look Jeffery!” 

  “What?” 

  “The frame on that photo.  It’s a mirror.  We didn’t see that before.”  On the nightstand next to 

the bed was a photo of Laura on a mountaintop, snow and granite, climbing gear and mirrored 

goggles.  The frame was a beveled mirror wherein the side bevels revealed partials of a maniacal 

looking Simpson, crazy eyed and smiling from two different angles.  In the top bevel Simpson’s 

hand on his erection is seen and the bottom bevel, the most disturbing displayed Laura’s face in 

anguish, cut, bloody and full of fear.  In the exam room Laura discovered the same thing 

simultaneously.  She swiftly looked away which threw her hair over her eyes. 

  “Please Stop!” she pleaded. 

  Jeffery this time hit the stop displaying a blank screen.  He looked over at Olesia and she was 

crying.  Seeing Jeffery looking at her she put both hands up to her face. 

  “You OK?” he said to her. 

  Olesia emitted one muffled sob under her hands, inhaled one huge breath and then looked right 

at him. 

  “No --- no I’m not OK.  How could anyone be OK after that.  This is no cinema vid depiction, this 

is the real thing.  I might need your damn Black contraption just to get rid of that memory.” 

  He rolled his chair over to hers; put one hand on her knee and one on her shoulder in 

consolation.  “I wish we could say that we’re done Dr. O but we still have to retrieve the memory 

of her killing Lyle Burke not to mention collateral memories attached to the main events.  The 

collaterals should be easier if we have a starting point which we have already established the 

previous retrieval of Lyle and then everything from then until she is arrested.” 
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  “I think only graphic testimony and evidence from the trial should be erased.  That will leave less 

mystery for her as why she is here.” She said. 

  Voice-com on.  “Laura --- we still have a ways to go with you returning to Lyle’s house and then 

certain parts of the trial.  Are you on board?” he asked. 

  “Yes --- gotten this far, might as well.” 

  “Good!  Maybe this time as soon as you can verify the retrieval as when you went back over to 

Lyle’s house and then we’ll pull the plug.  There is no need for you go through that again.” 

  “Doctor --- I go through it every day.” 

  “For not much longer Laura.”  Voice-com off. 

  The rest of the retrieval process went much more quickly as Laura stopped the vid before Lyle 

opened his front door, when she was still holding a stunner, right before stabbing him while 

incapacitated on the entry floor with the same kitchen knife she used on Simpson.  The trial 

retrievals went easier than expected primarily because defense testimony on Laura’s behalf was 

weak, her local appointed attorney, almost sympathetic to the offense, appeared to be merely 

going through the motions. Neither drug trafficking nor previous sexual history with the brothers 

was ever brought to the trial. 

  Voice-com on.  Jeffery instructed.  “OK Laura --- we have finally come to the point where we 

have retrieved and identified the memories we want Blackheart to erase.  When you are ready 

the Morphic Resonator will be deployed to remove the selected cellular memory.   The vid-mural 

and lights will be muted and devoid of sound.  You might have a sensation of light-headedness or 

lapse into a semi-conscious trance that will disappear directly after the Blackheart procedure.  

You will have no discomfort Laura.  Are you ready?” 

  “Yes I want to be done with this.” 

  “We all do Laura.” Olesia chimed in.  Voice-com off. 

  The lights in the exam room went down to just a discernable glow and the vid-mural became a 

nighttime forest vista under a feint moon glow.  The basket she lay in was warm and soothing.  

She wasn’t sure if she was not supposed to think about the things they were about to erase but 

she couldn’t help not to having just relived the entire episode once again.  There was a gentle 

vibration that swept from her head to toe and then a slow rush of the tide coming in on a warm 

lazy beach.  She just wanted to lie there in the sun, feel it soak into her, let her pores open to the 

rejuvenation, letting life’s worries drain away and becoming lost in the warmth. There were many 

days she had just like this on beaches in faraway lands.  It was a highlight of traveling --- same 

sun, different beach. 

  “ Hello Laura --- are you there?”  Olesia said from the exam room chair with Jeffery sitting next 

to her. 

  Laura opened her eyes to see the lights back on and the daytime forest in action with squirrels 

chasing each other up a tree.  “Yes --- hello again.  Am I done?” 
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  “Hello --- so do you remember why you are here Laura?” Jeffery asked. 

  “Yes of course.  To get rid of memories that have been bugging me.” 

  “That’s right.” Olesia said.  “And do you remember what those were?” 

  She got up out of the Blackheart Retrieval Basket and sat down in the third chair, pulling her hair 

back as if she was to put it in a ponytail but then letting it drop.  “Well I remember that I killed Lyle 

and Simpson Burke and that’s why I’m in prison.  I remember my lame ass lawyer who must have 

been related to them.” 

  “Do you remember actually killing them?”  Olesia asked. 

  “Mmmmm. No.  Ohhh --- so that’s what you got rid of.” 

  “Because the rape and brutality of the whole episode was haunting you every single day of your 

life.” She said. 

  “How do you feel about that?” he asked her. 

  “Well Lyle and Simpson were certainly #1 assholes on the highest level but I probably should 

not have killed them.” 

  “In my eyes it was justifiable.  Now you don’t have to live with the details.” She added. 

  “Let’s leave it at that then Laura and if you have any questions or future problems don’t hesitate 

to contact me or Doctor O.” 

  “Doctor O?” 

  “I mean Olesia.  Doctor Olesia Whitman.” 

  “Just call me Olesia.” 

  “How can I contact you if I need too.” 

  “ We’ll all be on the same project.” Jeffery informed 

  ‘And just what is the name of this project?” 

  “Albatross” they both answered at the same time. 

 

 

 

                                              *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *   

 

 

 

  “Olesia Whitman, Female, 45 years old, 5’ 3’’, 135 lbs., Llewellyn Woman’s Facility, Crime --- 

Murder / Aggravating Circumstances, Sentence --- 25 years, Time served --- 6 years, 

Compatibility Aptitude --- 9.9, Preocc --- Doctor, Pathology / Pulmonology.  The Candidate 

Discrimination will begin.  Olesia Whitman please remove your clothes entirely, set them on the 

bench provided and step into the Vitruvial placing your feet in the holsters and hands in the cuffs.” 
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  She couldn’t believe she was here, now, at this moment, in this sterile white room with bright 

lights knowing the Attendant and Jeffrey were staring at her through the different Vidcams, were 

able to switch cams, zoom and focus on any part of her body and also knowing Jeffrey too well 

and most certain he would be.  It was simply unnerving for her to be put in this position.  She had 

to remember that she was no different than anyone else here, that they were all incarcerated for 

reasons, some good, some bad but usually beyond their control.  She had been given this chance 

mainly because of her profession to participate in this project and granted some liberties and 

opportunities that had challenged her and made imprisonment much better than intolerable. 

Nevertheless she felt frozen and unable to move. 

   “Olesia Whitman please undress now and proceed to the Vitruvial.”  

  She knew that was coming, she had heard it a hundred times at least.  Nobody was really 

prepared to strip naked and step into this machine that you had no idea what it did or what it 

would do to you and with unseen eyes lurking behind these sterile walls.  It could have been 

some Medieval Torture Rack, a Nazi Neutralizer, a Waterboard Torment for all anyone knew, but 

she did know. The Vitruvial scan primarily examined for abnormal cell and tissue growth that 

would signal future health problems that were undesirable to have while participating in the 

project.  She sat down on the bench and took off her shoes and socks and placed them on the 

floor before standing up to unzip her baggy light blue issue coveralls.  She tried not to think of 

Jeffrey looking at her but couldn’t get it out of her mind.  She turned around to face the wall but 

knew that the camera would switch so she faced the room and pulled off her coveralls, folded 

them and set them on the bench.  She took off her bra feeling her breasts droop and slid off her 

panties.  She was self-conscious about the belly muffin of fat with the elastic imprint from her 

underwear imbedded across her waist.  This was dreadful and she felt hot and cold, so 

vulnerable. 

  “I don’t like this Jeffery!” she spoke loudly and firmly. 

  “Olesia Whitman, please proceed to the Vitruvial and place your feet in the holsters and hands 

in the cuffs.” 

  “Fuck you” she said under her breath and stepped into the Vitruvial and the cuffs promptly 

closed.  At least, she thought, in the Vitruvial they would recline her to horizontal and her body 

would not appear so gravity ridden.  She just wanted this to be over.  She certainly knew what 

was happening.  Imagine what other candidates might have thought was going to happen.  There 

was no way of knowing.  She made a decision right then and there that in the future all 

candidates would be informed of what this procedure was, that it was a cellular body scan and 

imaging and not a de-humanizing discrimination.  But it certainly did feel that way --- de-

humanizing.  

  In the Observation Globule Jeffrey was not comfortable with the visible discomfort Olesia was 

going through.  He too wanted to get it over with for her sake.  “Recline Vitruvial platform to 
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horizontal. Activate flash resonance” Jeffrey commanded.  Lights dimming to dark as the platform 

reclined and the gold green glow of the scanner emanated the room.  He immediately noted the 

high concentration of white fat cells in the pelvic girdle, the latissimus below the armpits and in 

the Gluteus Maximus but with out abnormal cell recognition. 

  Olesia knew that he was looking at her fat cells, knowing she had a roll at her waist and that her 

butt was flabby, flabby arms --- she was OK with all that but not with Him back there scrutinizing 

as he does zooming the vidcam over bodies like an airplane over landscape.  ‘He’d fly the 

camera right through my vagina, past my cervix and into my uterus if he could.  How did I ever 

get in this position?’ 

  Scan completed, Jeffrey pulled up her Crime History, the details that Olesia never wanted to talk 

about and he knew very little about besides the fact that she killed her husband.  Out of habit he 

read out loud.  

  “Olesia Whitman was convicted of 1st degree murder with Aggravating circumstances.  The 

victim of repeated spousal abuse, assault and intimate partner violence, Olesia Whitman 

administered intravenously potassium chloride to her intoxicated and passed out husband, which 

resulted in cardiac arrest.  She did not confess to the crime until after an autopsy report 

concluded barely traceable toxicity levels and evidence of peripheral vein perforation.  In the first 

trial the jury was deadlocked and a mistrial was declared forcing a second trial.  In the highly 

publicized trial the media portrayed Olesia Whitman as a cold insensitive woman, merciless and 

loveless.  After weeks of deliberation the new jury in the second trial reached a guilty verdict.” 

  Jeffrey looked up to see Olesia in the Vitruvial looking at the camera knowing what part of the 

discrimination was taking place, that he was reading her crime report. 

  Olesia, very uncomfortable laying spread eagle on her back, wondered what in the hell is taking 

so long.  He read the damn report as she had before and knew that it really divulged very little, 

mainly that she was a cold hearted bitch and leaving out the dozens of bloody noses and black 

eyes she endured --- now get me out of here. 

  “Attendant --- return platform to vertical, advise Olesia Whitman to proceed to her destination.  

Sanitize for next discrimination.” 

 

 

                                                    * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

                   

  Olesia, in the Vitruvial, was returned to the vertical position and the wrist and ankle fasteners 

released.  She immediately rubbed her itchy nose before stepping out to retrieve her clothes on 

the bench across the Discrimination Room.  She hastily put on her bra and underpants.  Picking 

up her socks she just froze in thought squeezing them until her knuckles changed color.  She 
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wanted to hit something but thought better.  How did I ever get here?  She was just a doctor from 

a small town county hospital where not everyone knew everyone but was familiar.   It was all a 

gradual escalation, nothing came on too suddenly and then he lost his job for going to the bar at 

lunch and not coming back, not even calling.  The putdowns started increasing, the jealousy and 

suspicions that were unfounded.  She always had made more money than he did, way more and 

it didn’t seem to matter but with the job loss and all the time to himself it all closed in on him.  A 

familiar cycle began to develop that she was unaware of until after it was over.  She had been 

caught up in it; he made her feel isolated and fearful of his rage and his constant drinking.  The 

tension would heighten and intensify until he would explode, kicking in doors, punching walls, and 

throwing glasses.  He would berate her; threaten her all the while drinking beer and whiskey until 

he passed out.  The days after these episodes when she would return home to him repairing 

walls or other damage he had done he would sheepishly apologize and if she confronted him on 

certain things he would deny it, say it did not happen that way, that she was making things up or 

that she had caused it.  The insomnia, nightmares and fatigue began accompanied by anxiety, 

weight gain and appetite disorders.  She did not want their relationship to end and she walked on 

eggshells around him until the apology and denial stage disappeared and the threats became 

real.  She figured that he got tired of repairing walls and doors.  The tension would build again but 

now when his rage erupted he would push and shove her.  He once threw her in a closet and put 

a sofa against it to keep her in there so he couldn’t hear her sobbing.  Getting more violent he 

began to punch her and then came the slapping that left her face once so black and blue she 

couldn’t go to work for a week and a half.  Her close friend at the hospital, Evelyn, was an abuse 

counselor and she felt she could not even confide to her. 

  Feeling isolated, trapped and powerless she remembered when the change came.  Before he 

passed out he pushed her into a wall and slapped her.  She was full of pain, despair and 

humiliation.  She took a bath and contemplating drowning herself.  Submerged she held her 

breath letting out tiny bubbles while seeing the overhead light wave, shimmer and ripple.  Feeling 

light headed and out of air she came up from the water gasping and she realized how good it felt 

to breathe --- to live again.  Her love vanished down the drain that night and the rest seems like a 

dream to her, the last time he slammed her against the wall choking her and then the final slap, 

the last slap he would ever slap.  When he passed out she injected him in a vein of his hand that 

already had trauma from a cut while working with potassium chloride --- 50 grams diluted in 200 

milliliters of water.  She saw little if no suffering due to his intoxication.  Cardiac arrest came 

quickly.  She remembers cleaning everything up and flushing evidence and then emergency 

taking him away but the rest were days filled with a stunned remorse.   

  She was still gripping her socks and a chill came over her with all this instantaneous 

recollection.  Maybe I do need Blackheart Eradication.  Zipping up her blue issue coveralls she 
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walked out of the Discrimination Room towards a Prep Room where she would meet Jeffery and 

proceed on to the Conference Vidlab for consultation with Dorsey Wells. 
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Discrimination Consultation BH-0213 

 

Sub Sequential Document Consultation with Candidate Dorsey Wells.  4/23/2026 / 9:30 am / 

Conference Vidlab.  Dr. Olesia Whitman & Dr. Jeffrey Caswell presiding. 

 

Dr. Olesia Whitman – Good morning Dorsey.  I am Olesia Whitman and this is Jeffrey Caswell.  

We are here to ask some questions to determine if you would be appropriate for a position in the 

ongoing project.  I will be conducting this consultation with Dr. Caswell here as a third party. 

Dorsey Wells – Glad to meet you both. 

Dr. Jeffrey Caswell – Glad to meet you as well. 

OW – I am too.  Before your extended stay at Glidecreek Penitentiary you were an Associate 

Vice President at Pathway Initiatives.  Could you tell us what Pathway Initiatives does or 

concerns itself with? 

DW – Yes I can.  Pathway was and still is a collective of individuals whom have psychic, 

telepathic, clairvoyant and paranormal aptitudes.  It is a resource of vid-books and guides as well 

as a consolidation of consciousness of everything that is and was. 

OW – That sounds rather esoteric and a bit all encompassing but I could be somewhat skeptical 

coming from a scientific and analytical background and --- 

JC – From your crime history Dorsey it was reported that you read your husband’s mind 

immediately before you killed him. Is this a normal occurrence for you? 

DW – Well no --- my husband was the first person I ever killed.  Excuse me --- I know what you’re 

asking and yes Doctor I can read what you’re thinking. 

JC – I don’t believe I asked you that. 

DW – Well no you didn’t.  And Dr. Whitman it really is not so amazing as you were thinking.  I 

may hear a little more than everybody else hears and I may see a little more than everybody else 

sees but these senses that some might call developed or advanced are just extensions of the 

faculties we all possess but are lying dormant in most but are there to utilize. 

OW - You just said see a little more than everybody else --- what do you see? 

DW – Auras, thought forms, chakras --- colors and forms associated with thoughts, health and 

mental well being. 

OW – Can’t that be --- 

DW – No it isn’t confusing or dangerous and I’m only finishing your thought now to prove this to 

you.  And Dr. Caswell that is very flattering of you but this may not be the time or place to become 

involved in that type of activity. 
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JC – I didn’t say anything. 

OW – You don’t have to Jeffrey.  You don’t have to be a mind reader to know what you’re 

thinking. 

Laughing by all 

OW – So it seems Dorsey, to paraphrase Aldous Huxley, your doors of perception are wide open. 

DW - I see it more that our doors are equally open but through the process of developing these 

innate and sacred energies I can sometimes bring much more through the same door.  My long 

distance capabilities though are not quite as perceptive. 

OW – Could you explain? 

DW – Well I think we all experience getting strong mental thoughts about someone and then the 

vid-phone displays and it’s that person.  This is a normal paranormal occurrence we all share.   

Well really I’m saying what is different is that I need to be physically close proximity to glean any 

psychic transmission from a person or animal. 

OW – Animals as well? 

DW – Yes but on a different plane --- the chakras and auras are not as extensive or developed 

but I can readily transfer a certain amount of emotion from non-humans such as fear, rage, love, 

hunger and insanity. 

OW – I can relate to that --- I used to be a Veterinarian before I became a Pathologist. 

DW – So you see I’m making a believer of you! 

OW – Well yes and no --- I believe that the clairvoyance skills you have are unfortunately not 

going to very good use in a prison setting.  And you do touch on the common instincts that we 

both seem to share.  I do feel so much of the same.  With all of that said don’t you feel stifled and 

less than whole in your present situation? 

DW - What makes you think we would feel something less because we are imprisoned physically 

--- because Doctors, if our dreams are big and our souls are rich then shouldn’t we find some 

serenity and peace in this?  We make our own prisons and we all hold our own keys. 

OW – Well that is certainly very virtuous.  I won’t ask you about regrets or remorse, as we all 

have to deal with the crimes that have placed us here --- 

DW – You want to know Doctor if I am stable enough to go on to final processing? 

OW – Yes 

DW – As stable as you two are as we all are here.  We have the presence of mind with the 

memory of the actions --- that is to re-mind us. 

OW – If you could would you like to have certain memories erased. 

DW – You cannot get rid of memories but you can reflect and try your best to transform them, 

interpret and understand, rationalize them or finally allow senility to blur them until they are 

undistinguishable. 

JC – Oh but Dorsey we can rid you of unwanted memories --- we now have the means. 
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DW – With all due respect Doctor there is no machine in this universe that can rid memory.  

Memory has long arms, veins, tentacles, roots, tendrils, and nerves.  Memory just does not reside 

in a file of the brain to peruse and nullify.  It resides everywhere --- in our bones and cells of our 

flesh, in our hearts and in our souls. 

OW – Well thank you Dorsey.  I believe you have established a complimentary frame of mind for 

me.  Dr. Caswell and I will confer and forward our recommendation. 

JC – Yes, thank you Dorsey 

DW - My pleasure.      And keep those thoughts you have right now safe Dr. Caswell. 

OW – Oh boy --- I can imagine. 

 

 

 

                                             *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 

 

  With departure to the project on the immediate horizon, the last step of the final processing 

requires downloading relevant updates to each person’s assigned recognition bracelets.  When 

passed over a scanner, the bracelet reveals wearer’s identification, time of evaluation, 

consumption toxicity levels and vital signs such as blood pressure, respiration, anxiety, relative 

cognition and agitation elevation.  Time of day is displayed on voice command with readouts for 

weather, GPS, length of incarceration and days until scheduled tentative freedom.  Banded of 

titanium, copper and black tungsten, the bracelets cannot be removed without destroying them 

and upon destruction an alert signal is pulsed to Command Central to reveal negation. The 

process proceeded in the Food Rotunda where the mood among the candidates, now confirmed, 

was very upbeat on the whole.  The roughly 300 inmates in their faded shades of issue blue 

coveralls zigzagged in a meandering line past tables of brunch foods, fruits, juices, teas and 

coffees.  This somewhat informal task looked more like a “mixer” or “getting to know you” 

gathering than a collection of murderers and underworld scallywags.  They passed by each other 

with the first taste of enhanced incarceration and probability of newly introduced liberties.  The 

mere fact that males and females would cohabitate the same facilities was monumental. The vile 

prison life of watch your back and racist gang affiliation would soon be a faded reality.  There 

weren’t many details that were revealed but while waiting in line the rumors and speculations ran 

rampant.  They were informed that at 2 pm later in the day they were to report back to the 

Rotunda to view a special message from the steward in command for a welcome and briefing. 
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Document Communiqué ALTS- 8462 

 

The following is a vid-cam Operational briefing from Jerry Martinez, Steward in Command, 

Albatross, Great Pacific Vortex, Confederation Division 

 

Don’t start recording until I get this damn oxygen tube off me --- What?  You already started.  Oh 

what the fuck.  I guess they can see me this way --- just some old geezer who needs a kick in the 

dick to start breathing.  OK let’s get started.  Hello everyone --- I’m Jerry Martinez and through a 

series of circumstances I have been placed in charge of operations here at Albatross.  Most of 

the time I think someone made the right decision and at other times I have to sit back and wonder 

just what in the fuck were they thinking putting a con like me, with my history, in charge of this 

multi billion buck enterprise out in the fuckin’ middle of nowhere.  Might as well be on another 

planet --- really --- but let me get back here to this --- l’d like to call this a de-briefing not because 

it sounds sexy but information before you arrive at Albatross for an actual briefing as to what 

specifically each one of you will be doing here. 

(Jerry Martinez coughs, gasps for air, coughs repeatedly, clears his throat) 

Excuse me please.  I should be damn grateful to even be able to have this to help me breathe.  At 

Pelican Bay 2 floors down in the hole those callous bastards would just as soon let me die, I was 

like a fish out of water flopping around on the fuckin’ sand while they barely took notice  --- you’d 

think they would have some compassion but they’re a certain kind those prison dicks, always on 

the take, double-crossing and lying, rattin’ out one gang member for another, turning their head 

and walking away when they should be jumping in to stop a conflict --- I’ve seen enough of them 

to last a lifetime and that’s why you won’t see any of those bastards here at Albatross.  Albatross 

is unlike any other prison you’ll ever see or be a part of.  Well who knows, they might start 

modeling all prisons after this one, the fat lady is still on the side stage hangin’ out.  I’ve been in 

and out of incarceration for half my life and I was never not guilty of every crime I committed.  I’m 

no fuckin’ saint that’s for sure.  Wrong time, wrong place, you could probably say but that doesn’t 

change the fact that I was doing something that society and the accepted law does not condone.  

You can’t make chicken salad out of chicken shit, can’t make wrong right but I can --- me, try to 

give back in some way, here, to make, with the help of you, something unique, something that 

has never been done before, not even dreamed of.  We police our own here.  No goons.  You’ll 

discover that we probably have just as many if not more freedoms here than on the outside.  And 
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as always with freedom there comes abuse of that freedom and Lord knows fuck we’re not 

perfect here, we make mistakes and all of us have our flaws.  What we got to be constantly aware 

of and do our best to prevent is the fatal flaw that rears its ugly head and takes us all down.  

When I was in the war, the Viet Nam War, yes I am that old, on my second tour I was stationed at 

Luzon in the Philippines and was living large, pretty damn good for the army, had my own house 

with a servant, a young woman the same age as me at the time, that would cook, housework and 

do your laundry and anything else you’d need taken care of.  I mean anything. 

(Jerry Martinez laughs, coughs, gasps) 

Jeez those were some good times anyway I imported these two brand spankin’ new motorcycles, 

a Triumph Bonneville and a Norton Commando.  They were 2 cylinder bikes, internal combustion, 

not too many around now except in museums.  The Bonnie, man, she ran flawless and the 

Commando ran fast but as sleek and sexy as the Commando was and they were both like I said 

brand new, the Norton never seemed to run right for more than a few days before you could feel 

the engine slightly misfire --- only 2 cylinders, 2 pistons, 2 spark plugs, so you noticed it right 

away when it wasn’t running right.  It was obvious.  Now Albatross is like a huge, colossal, 

massive engine, hundreds of pistons, hundreds of cylinders, hundreds of spark plugs and so if 

just one piston or two are not doing their job, not producing the power and energy expected it’s 

not quite as noticeable at first but the wear and tear on the other pistons for having to 

compensate is going to become noticeable over the long haul and then it becomes undeniable.  I 

loved that Bonnie.  I shitcanned that Norton. 

(Jerry Martinez picks up a glass of water, drinks half, sets it back down) 

So don’t blow a good thing here cuz you will get shitcanned and I’ll send your ass back to the 

misery you came from or even worse.  Enough said there.  All of you have been selected and 

carefully scrutinized for a purpose to make Albatross run on all cylinders.  Yeh, we’re thugs, 

murderers and thieves but I guess you can say we are the elite, the best of the worst and it’s such 

a waste to squander our individual talents and skills we have.  My skill --- I dunno --- somehow in 

my life in the middle of the madness and chaos I’ve been able to calm things down, bring people 

together, to make peace out of confusion.  In these prisons, they let me take charge.   I’ve held 

the keys because of my experience, been the main negotiator, liaison and counselor in different 

roles, in all the prisons I’ve been so damn fortunate to experience. 

(Jerry Martinez, laughs, coughs, gasps) 

So leave your trips behind, all your grudges, gang affiliations, incentives, conniving aspirations 

and pretentions --- leave ‘em, shitcan ‘em!   I’m not a dummy and not probably the smartest 

person either or else I wouldn’t be here now but I do know when someone is trying to put one 

over on me --- that I don’t like, don’t like that --- never have.  I feel like a Dad telling his kid that 

you don’t know how fortunate you are and that someday you will realize it and will thank me blah 
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blah blah --- but it’s true.  It’s a good thing here.  Really. And I’ve never been a Dad but that shits 

not relevant, not at all. All I’m saying is don’t fuck it up --- for me, us or you. 

(Jerry Martinez gasps, coughs, vid-screen fades to black) 

 

 

  With the lights returning to normal levels the congregated candidates, watching the 

Communiqué, were slow to react and then with mixed responses, some with smiles forming from 

forgotten muscles, a fist pump from another and another, Mathew Ross, stood up and started 

clapping, joined quickly by others until almost in entirety the whole audience stood, clapped and 

eventually cheered at this new prospect of relative freedom. Jeffery and Olesia who were next to 

each other first shook hands and then she grabbed him and gave him a good long hug, the first 

hug she could remember of her six years in captivity or even before.  

 

 

 

 

To be continued in Albatross 
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